Reading Story Apps
Icon

Title
BOB books V1

BOB books V2

A Story Before Bed

K12 Timed Reading

Description
In our books we created characters that have become beloved
friends of budding readers—and a learn-to-read teaching method
with great results.
Parents and educators have raved about Bob Books #1 - Reading
Magic. Now set #2 is here with twelve new scenes
A Story Before Bed™ lets you record audio and video of yourself
reading a children’s book. Children can watch these recordings
anytime they like. Kids can practice fluency and teachers can
record books asking questions along the way. Great for centers.
K12 Timed Reading Practice lets readers in levels K-4 practice
fluency by reading short, timed stories. Improving fluency allows
readers to read smoothly and quickly so they can focus on
comprehension rather than on decoding words.

Ibooks
Kindle
Nook

Make learning, studying, and READING more fun for kids with the
Young Readers’ edition of QuickReader. A highly customizable
eBook reader and speed reading coach all-in-one, it teaches kids
proper reading and eye tracking skills, and comes pre-loaded with
over 130 classic children’s books.
Reading on iPad is just like reading a book. You hold iPad like a
book and flip the pages like a book. It also works with the read
aloud feature and allows you to highlight and take notes too. The
built-in dictionary lets you look up unknown words instantly.

Jack and the
Beanstalk

Discover the fabulous animated story of Jack and the beanstalk.
Dive in the story with full screen animations, musical background,
and sound effects.

Quick Reader

Goldilocks and The
Three Bears

Little Red Riding
Hood

Booksy

Discover the fabulous animated story of Goldilocks and The Three
Bears. Dive in the story with full screen animations, musical
background, and sound effects.

Discover the fabulous animated story of Little Red Riding Hood.
Dive in the story with full screen animations, musical background,
and sound effects.

Booksy is a learning-to-read platform for young kids. It is designed
from the ground up to help young children, Pre-K through 2nd
grade, practice and develop their reading skills. This edition comes
with 14 books. Booksy is at its heart a library of age appropriate
level-readers. It has amazing features that make learning to read
simple and fun. And, it includes powerful tools for teachers to
track students' progress

I Like Books

1st Grade Reading

2nd Grade Reading

3rd Grade Reading

Read Me Stories

The "I Like" children's picture books are a magical way to enjoy
stories. Not only are the stories and pictures fun... they also help
your child learn about the world they live in. It is a fantastic
learning experience for kids of all ages from 0 to 6. The little ones
will enjoy listening to lovely stories while looking at gorgeous
pictures that are carefully chosen. Young kids will enjoy these
books to learn how to read as they see each word individually
highlighted in red at the exact moment the audio is played back.
The "I Like" children's picture books are a magical way to enjoy
stories. Not only are the stories and pictures fun... they also help
your child learn about the world they live in. It is a fantastic
learning experience for kids of all ages from 0 to 6. The little ones
will enjoy listening to lovely stories while looking at gorgeous
pictures that are carefully chosen. Young kids will enjoy these
books to learn how to read as they see each word individually
highlighted in red at the exact moment the audio is played back.
The "I Like" children's picture books are a magical way to enjoy
stories. Not only are the stories and pictures fun... they also help
your child learn about the world they live in. It is a fantastic
learning experience for kids of all ages from 0 to 6. The little ones
will enjoy listening to lovely stories while looking at gorgeous
pictures that are carefully chosen. Young kids will enjoy these
books to learn how to read as they see each word individually
highlighted in red at the exact moment the audio is played back.
The "I Like" children's picture books are a magical way to enjoy
stories. Not only are the stories and pictures fun... they also help
your child learn about the world they live in. It is a fantastic
learning experience for kids of all ages from 0 to 6. The little ones
will enjoy listening to lovely stories while looking at gorgeous
pictures that are carefully chosen. Young kids will enjoy these
books to learn how to read as they see each word individually
highlighted in red at the exact moment the audio is played back.
A library of 30 educational and entertaining books help your child
develop great reading habits. Each book teaches your child new
concepts, new words and how to say them

